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•Chick-fil-A                      
  tops Popeyes
•Teach sex ed                  
  factually

If you think “ok 
boomer” is a slur, 
you’re a boomer. The 
fact of the matter is 
that the phrase origi-
nated as a way for mil-
lennials and Generation 
Z to combat and call 

out the hypocritical, annoying tendencies that 
Generation X (born 1960s-1980s) and Baby Boom-
ers (born 1946-1960s) typically have. The phrase 
is meant to be cutting, final, and antagonizing; 
it represents how younger people feel about the 
constant berating attacks from the 
older generation.

Boomers blame millenials and 
Gen Z for creating problems in the 
economy, caring too much about 
pop culture, and spending 
too much time on social 
media. They say that 
any change in social 
norms has resulted 
from “snowflake” 
behavior. What 
do I have to say 
to that? Ok, boomer.

“Ok boomer” is more 
than just a meme or witty response. 
It’s a cry from the younger generation to, 
politely, piss off. Stop shaming millenials for 
eating avocado toast after you crashed the housing 
market, boomer. Stop pretending like the biggest 
issue facing teens today is their iPhones and ignor-
ing climate change. “Ok boomer” represents the 
younger generation’s way of telling older adults 
to end the condescending remarks and the “back 
in my day” type of language.
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The great question of 
our generation has arrived: 
is the Chick-fil-A chicken 
sandwich or the Popeyes 
chicken sandwich better? 
In order to properly com-
pare the two, we must 
categorize the sandwiches 

by customizability and quality. After the Popeyes 
chicken sandwich craze, I just had to know what made 
it so amazing compared to the classic 
Chick-fil-A chicken sandwich – all 
religious controversies aside. 

With sandwiches, the pos-
sibilities of customization are 
seemingly endless as one 
must choose between a 
multitude of toppings and 
condiments. On one hand, 
Popeyes does not provide 
many topping options as 
the chicken sandwich only 
comes with two brioche buns, 
buttermilk fried chicken, 
pickles, and mayo. On 
top of that, their condi-
ment choices are fairly basic 
as they provide BBQ sauce, ranch, honey, jam, buf-
falo sauce, and so on. Conversely, Chick-fil-A offers 
a deluxe chicken sandwich which is similar to a 
standard chicken sandwich, but with tomatoes and 
lettuce. Chick-fil-A’s condiments also stand out as 
they have their well-known Chick-fil-A sauce, which 
complements the sandwich quite nicely. In terms of 
customizability, Chick-fil-A wins by a long shot as 
consumers can choose between a variety of sauces 
special to Chick-fil-A, and toppings may be added to 
the sandwich as well.

Chick-fil-A beats Popeyes
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While customization may be important to 
some, quality can really bring a sandwich to 
the next level. Since Popeyes does not provide a 
deluxe option, I will compare each restaurant’s 
two regular options, which both consist of bread, 
fried chicken, and pickles. Popeyes and Chick-fil-A 
certainly don’t look bun-to-bun: Popeye’s brioche 
bread has a crispier texture with a buttery 
flavor, while Chick-fil-A’s bread 
is softer but somet imes  a 
little soggy. Persona l ly,  I 
think Popeyes has a 

better bun. 
However, com-

paring the chickens 
requires a little more 
thought as there are the 
factors of skin and the 
meat itself. Popeyes’s 

chicken has extremely 
crispy skin with a nice 

crunch in every bite, but 
the chicken meat is dry 
and the sauce doesn’t 
necessarily help that. 

Chick-fil-A’s batter is 
not as crispy, but the chicken is 

tender and meaty. 
Personally, I think Chick-fil-A triumphs over 

Popeyes, as they provide a larger variety of con-
diments and toppings for their sandwich. The 
chicken quality is also better overall, which is 
an important deciding factor for me. A chicken 
sandwich is simply not a chicken sandwich without 
quality chicken. However, I believe that the Pop-
eyes’s sandwich could be better than Chick-fil-A’s 
if mixed with the Chick-fil-A sauce. In conclusion, 
the Popeyes chicken sandwich does not necessar-
ily live up to the hype as Chick-fil-A continues to 
reign supreme.

As an article by the New York Times points 
out, “Gen Z will be the first generation to have 
a lower quality of life than the generation before 
them,” with the entire younger generation facing 
mounting rent costs, the struggle to get health 
insurance, and unaffordable college tuition, among 
other things. “Ok boomer” is a way for people not 
to make a difference, but to express their feelings 
against the oppressive tide of stubborn old people. 

It’s not impossible for people with tattoos, 
piercings, or dyed hair to get jobs anymore, even 
if it used to be, and the older generations need 
to respect and understanding the changes made 
to society. Instead of changing their ways, using 
the correct pronouns, or ceasing to use the ‘r’ 

word, boomers choose to call kids “snow-
flakes” for requesting that women 

and minorities have rights.
The fact of the matter is 

that people who have a problem 
with the phrase “ok boomer” 
are the ones who are the most 
obstinate and unchanging on 
controversial issues. It’s unre-

alistic to expect every adult to 
support universal healthcare or the 

legalizing of marijuana, but at the same 
time it’s equally unrealistic to expect every 

kid to be conservative and pro-life. There’s 
nothing wrong with conflicting opinions of 

younger and older generations, but the younger 
generation absolutely has the right to defend 

itself against the antagonizing ways of boomers.
The younger generation has had enough. After 

all the nasty boomer rhetoric, complaining that 
we’re crashing the cereal industry, complaining 
about student debt instead of getting a job, and 
claiming we eat too many avocados, we’re over it. 
All we have to say is: Ok, boomer.
(Sources: NY Times, Washington Post, Vox)
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Anyone who knows me could prob-
ably gather that my values align with 
those of our country’s current Democratic 
party. Although I’m only 16, I feel as 
through I can say with a fair amount 
of certainty that it would be 
highly unlikely for my views on 
politics to change 

anytime in the  future. I imagine most 
people in America, regardless of their 
party, would say the same. 

Although I am proud to promote a party 
that defends LGBT+ rights, advocates for gun control, 
and supports refugees and asylum seekers, I can’t 
stand idly by and pretend that my ‘side’ hasn’t played 
a significant role in creating the political turmoil that 
currently divides our country.

Nowadays, liberal politicians seem to be rewarded for sensation-
alism and polarization. Respectful conduct is reduced to timidness. 
Extending gratitude or admiration across the aisle is seen as traitorous. 
Inflammatory posts calling white working-class conservatives “igno-

rant and uneducated” earns public figures a couple extra thousand 
retweets. Yet we still wonder why Republicans write us off as ‘elitist.’

I’m not necessarily demanding that anyone should re-evaluate or 
even moderate the content of their beliefs; rather, I’m inviting my 
fellow supporters of the Democratic party to reflect upon, and reform, 
the nature by which we conduct our politics.

Democrats always seem to have plenty to say when it comes to 
what they think the Republicans are doing wrong. However, when 
our own faults come into question, more often than not, we become 

defensive and accusatory: “Well, I might be (x), but at least 
I’m not (y), like you!”
When Trump was voted into office, the Pew Research Center 
found that mutual contempt between the left and right 
escalated to unprecedented heights. Although partisan 
animosity had been on the rise for several decades 
beforehand, Pew found that, “among Democrats, highly 

negative views of the GOP [escalated] from 43 percent in 
2014 to [an all-time high of] 55 percent in 2016.”

In the same study, Pew discovered that “35 percent [of 
liberals] say [conservatives] are more immoral and 33 percent 

say [conservatives] are more unintelligent.” Although these results 
are disappointing, they’re hardly surprising to anyone that’s aware 
of our country’s current political climate.

Of course, there is data that reveals conservatives are, indeed, 
on average, less formally educated than their liberal counterparts. 
However, does that mean it’s okay to make tasteless jokes about their 
intelligence? Does that mean it’s okay to patronize and disparage them 
based on insensitive stereotypes? 

From Late Night television to cable news, these petty insults seem 
to have become a frequent occurrence. To me, this is unacceptable. 
What do we, as a country, gain from these spiteful attitudes? What’s 
the price of always getting the last laugh? All it seems to accomplish 
is making us more divided. 

It’s time for us Democrats to take ownership of our problematic 
behavior, and uphold the values of acceptance and open-mindedness 
we treasure so dearly. To move past this state of polarization and 
contempt, we need to get over ourselves, and, if necessary, be the 
bigger person, even when it doesn’t feel ‘fair.’ We don’t need to stop 
disagreeing, but the very future of our country depends on our abil-
ity to be respectful and understanding when we don’t see eye to eye.
I encourage you all – regardless of your political affiliations – to 
start a conversation with someone from the ‘other side’ and make a 
genuine effort to listen. Perhaps you won’t agree, but, at the very 
least, you might begin to understand. To understand, I believe, will 
truly make all the difference. 
(Sources: Pew Research Center)

Dear LGHS Administration,
Earlier this month, the senior class 

received your email regarding updates 
to our traditional graduation ceremony. 
After reading several lines detailing this 
school’s dedication to inclusion, I was 
appalled as I read that you have decided 
to discontinue the practice of requesting 

marching partners for the graduation ceremony. 
As a long-standing graduation tradition, choosing graduation 

partners is something many of us have seen our older siblings and 
friends enjoy, and eagerly anticipated our turn to take their places. 
As you acknowledged in the email announcement, yes, I do feel a 
sense of loss knowing this practice will be terminated.

But this letter is not in opposition to the decision to discontinue 
this practice, nor am I writing in its defense. Frankly, individuals’ 
opinions on the matter aren’t really what’s important, and the 
administration has made it clear they will disregard them. Ultimately, 
my sense of loss is rooted in the disappointment of knowing that 
this decision did not include my voice, my potential marching 
partner’s voice, or the voices of the rest of my class. Regardless of 

Open letter to LG administration about graduation
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my opinion, the administration chose to enact this policy without 
acknowledging our feelings on the subject, having any kind of 
open discussion, or receiving feedback or ideas from those who 
will be directly impacted.

Even while administrators attempted to collect student input 
from leadership class members, the students involved felt a 
decision had been made before the discussion even 
began, attempting to convince students 
of their righteousness instead of 
openly addressing all sides. The LGHS 
administration’s superficial attempts 
to appear open-minded while pushing an 
already-established agenda only perpetuates 
my frustration.

Additionally, if administrators have truly experi-
enced and seen the negative impact this practice enacts, I 
don’t understand why these measures were not announced last June 
when the repercussions were most visible and relevant. Instead, the 
email reached seniors on Nov. 8, one of the most demanding times 
of year and at the height of the college application season. The 
timing of the message only added to students’ stress, and prevented 
further action since students were largely more concerned with 
their impending application deadlines.

For the administration to specifically emphasize a culture of 
inclusion and give lip service to each individual as deserving of equal 
dignity and respect, only to then make a crucial decision without 
accounting for the input of the constituents they claim to include 

in this culture feels hypocritical and wrong. The administrators 
have already faced criticism from students frustrated 

with our restriction from decorating our 
caps and, in recent years, being 
barred from wearing white robes. 

It surprises me that despite past 
experiences in similar situations, the 

administration still did not include seniors 
in decisions that will directly impact them. 

Frankly, I understand the reasons 
behind the decision. But regardless of 
whether staff members think this tradi-

tion “feels right” or not, the absence of students’ opinions in 
the discussion – and even acceptance that many will feel a sense 
of injustice – feels inherently wrong. Whether or not I personally 
agree with the resolution, I unfortunately can’t respect the utter 
lack of inclusion and genuine interest in student opinion involved.

Sincerely,
An LGHS Senior
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